Demi bra cups

The pink bra cup is a C-cup, the blue is B-cup.
Depending on how you want to use the bra cup you need to figure out if you have to go down a size.
Especially if you have to use the reversed ”T” between the bra cups, because this will move the bra
cups further out to the sides.
The bra cups are big in width. Measure yourself across the bust to figure out what size will fit you
the best.

Hook: 3 mm
Yarn: Cotton, 50-100 gram, size 1, fingering, superfine,
suitable for 2,5-3 mm hook.
Stitches/abbreviations: chains (ch), single crochet (sc),
back loop (bl), decreased single crochet (sc dec) slip stitch
(ss), double crochet (dc), chained arch (ch arch), half
double crochet (hdc).
In the end of the row: Ch 1 - this counts as the first stitch.
Crochet tension (sc bl): 10 cm = 10 rows x 12 sc
Size: A(B)C(D)E(F)
Measurements (cm): Width x height x depth
(bra cup)
Width: from one side to the other – the widest part (X)
Height: from bottom to top (Y)
Depth: from bottom to highest point of bra cup (Z)
A: 14 x 9 x 4 ,5
B: 16 x 11 x 5
C: 18 x 13 x 5,5
D: 20 x 15 x 6
E: 22 x 17 x 6,5
F: 24 x 19 x 7

Proces:
The bra cup is crocheted back and forth in rows, afterwards
you crochet rows with decrease on the sides of these rows.
The bra cup can be turned both ways depending on what
style you want. You crochet in the back loop (bl)
throughout the bra cup. You can also crochet through both
loops but the gauge might be different.
If you want a longer and more pointy curve (Z) you can
choose to just decrease in the middle of the row.

Bra cups:
Row 1: Ch 12(14)16(18)20(22), make the 1st stitch in the 2nd ch
from the hook. Make 1 sc in each ch = 11(13)15(17)19(21)
stitches on the row. Ch 1 and turn over your work.
Row 2: Crochet sc in bl, ch 1 and turn over your work.
Row 3-32(36)40(44)48(52): Repeat row 2 (picture M)
Now you crochet on the side of the rows.
Row 1: Start by crocheting 1 sc into each row =
32(36)40(44)48(52) stitches on the row.. Ch 1 and turn over your
work (picture N)
Row 2: Now you crochet into the bl again. Make 1 sc dec,
12(14)16(18)20(22) sc, make 2 sc dec in the middle of the row
and 1 sc dec in the end of the row = 4 decreases on the row. Ch 1
and turn over your work.
Mark the middle of the row with a strand of yarn so you can make
sure to make 1 sc dec on each side of the mark, so you don't have
to count stitches on each row (picture O)
Row 3-7(8)9(10)11(12): Repeat row 2 = 8 stitches on the row. Ch
1 and turn over your work.
Row 8(9)10(11)12(13): Crochet 1 sc, 2 sc dec, 2 sc. Ch 1 and turn
over your work (picture P).
Now crochet down the side of the bra cup – 1 sc per row –
continue crocheting over the sc on the bra cup, all the way around
until you reach the beginning of the row again. Make 1 sc into
each stitch on the row, finish with 1 ss in the last stitch (picture Q)

Break off the yarn.
Make the other bra cup the same way.
When you've made both bra cups you can decide how to use them.

Connected simple:
Place right side onto right side and sc through both bra cups over
6(8)10(12)14(16) stitches (picture 1). Break off the yarn.

Knot between the cups:
Make 30 rows of 6(8)10(12)14(16) sc out from the bra cup
(picture 2).

Straps:
Afterwards you can insert the hook with 1 ss in the corner of the
bra cup (picture 3) or on the middle of the bra cup (picture 4) and
chain for a strap. Either make long straps – about 140 cm long or
shorter straps about 40 cm long, that can be tied in the neck/back.

The ”T”:
You can also connect the bra cups with a piece of crochet in the
middle, which is shaped like a reversed T.
The T is crocheted the following way:
Row 1: Ch 8 (picture A), make 1 sc into each chain (picture B).
Ch 1 and turn over your work = 7 stitches on the row.
Row 2: Crochet in bl, 1 sc into each stitch, ch 1 and turn over your
work.

Row 3-11(13)15(17)19(21): Repeat row 2. Ch 1 and turn over
your work (picture C)
Now the increase begins.
Row 1: Make 1 extra sc in the first stitch. Make 3 sc in the 4 th
stitch on the row, make 2 sc into the last stitch on the row. Ch 1
and turn over your work. (picture 3). = 4 increases
Row 2: Repeat row 1.
Row 3-7(8)9(10)11(12): Make 1 extra sc in the 1st stitch and 2 sc
in the last stitch = 2 increases per row.
The slow increase makes sure that what looks like an arrow will
flatten out and be even with the bra cups (picture E).
If you want it to be the shape of an arrow just continue making
increases of 4 per row like you did for the first 2 rows.
Connection:
Now you can place the T up against the first bra cup (picture F)
and sc them together (picture G), sc over the first row of the T
(picture H) and down over the other bra cup (picture I).
Break off the yarn and insert the hook with 1 ss in the first bra cup
(picture J). Crochet 1 row of sc over both bra cups and the T
(picture K)
Afterwards you can continue to make rows – either sc in bl, dc
(picture L), shell stitch (see below) etc.
Remember to increase in the beginning and end of the row so the
top will eventually reach around your body. Try on as you go.

Intuitive shell stitch:

The shell stitch is crocheted out from the bra cups and is divided
by 12.
You can always make a few sc rows with increase in both sides, to
make sure you have enough stitches on the row.
It doesn't matter if you, on the first row of shells, skip more or less
than 5 stitches. In the end you won't be able to see it.
You make the shell stitches the following way:
Row 1: Insert hook with 1 ss and ch 2 on the first bra cup (picture
J).
Make 4 dc into the same stitch.
th
*1 sc into the 5 stitch, 5 dc in the next stitch, 1 sc in the 5th stitch,
ch 2, 4 dc into the same stitch*
Repeat from * to *.
Row 2: First make 1 ss in the 2nd and 3rd dc, ch 5.

Then you make ch arches over the shells:
*1 sc in the sc, ch 5, 1 sc in the 3rd dc, ch 5*.
Row 3:
1 ss around the first arch, ch 2, 4 dc around the same arch.
*1 sc around the next arch, 5 dc around the next arch, 1 sc around
the next arch, ch 2, 4 dc around the same arch*
Repeat from * to * throughout the row.
In between you can freestyle and switch out the 5 dc with 5 hdc to
make different sizes shells.
Out from the last row of shells you can chain for a strap so you
can tie on the back or you can make long straps out from the bra
cup so it can be weaved through the body.

